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The International Biophilia Rehabilitation Conference greets you for the 11th time. It has been 25 years since I made up my mind to establish an organization to study and restructure rehabilitation medicine designed to overcome physical disabilities, as opposed to accepting them as an inevitable part of the aging process. Japanese Biophilia Rehabilitation Conference holds 18 times.

I thought that our rehabilitation method would spread immediately when facts were shown, such as how many bedridden patients who had received our rehabilitation medical treatment were enabled to walk again. Although the development was shown in BIOPHILIA Vol. 1 in detail, the method was not enabled to socialize only by the fact being shown. The elucidation of a mechanism was called for. We began research for creating a mechanism to aid in the effect of the motivative exercise, which has been found to increase the effects on brain activity after research of many years.

IBRC 2014 has made the conference chair Prof. Jose Leon-Carrion, Ph.D., who is one of the leading authorities in the study of cerebral function research. It will be a memorable conference for our rehabilitation medical treatment which has been said to improve the field of cerebral function. This may also be said to be the final settlement of accounts of activity in recent years.

In order to contribute to future research of the therapeutic potential of affected parts, the produced nerve stem cells by the motivative exercise were drawn to the an inflammation part by the produced chemokine leading and RCT of the Takizawa method to the previous rehabilitation method and establishment of a technique of the rehabilitation medicine, we expect to join the many molecular genetics researchers, rehabilitation doctors, engineers, therapists, and administrative officials participating at this conference.

The matter worthy of special mention of IBRC 2014 is that our poster for the invitation was put up in the ISPRM Cancun convention by the request.